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Will Maine Lead the Way in Banning Land Application of Biosolids? 
 

An outright ban on spreading biosolids or sludge as fertilizer on farmland in Maine is one step closer 

to becoming law. Various PFAS compounds, found in household and industrial waste, are in the 

biosolids produced by wastewater treatment facilities. Under a proposed bill, LD 1911, the biosolids 

would have to be put in landfills, which some critics say will create another toxic problem of its 

own.  
 

Some legislators think it’s a major step forward in containing contamination from PFAS chemi-

cals. The toxic compounds have tainted hundreds of private drinking wells and farms in Fairfield and 

other parts of central Maine.   "We are poised to spend millions of taxpayer dollars to clean up the 

wells of rural homeowners and support affected farmers," State Senator Stacy Brenner, D-

Cumberland, explained.  
 

Members of the Maine Legislature's Environment and Natural Resources Committee approved an 

amendment to a bill that would prohibit the spreading of any biosolids. It would also ban the pro-

duction and sale of compost, fertilizer, and other agricultural products with biosolids.  Leftover bio-

solids from wastewater treatment plants were hauled to farms across the state and used as fertiliz-

er for decades. Biosolids would be required to be disposed of in landfills only. Representatives from 

the Maine Water Environment Association, which represents more than 600 private and municipal 

wastewater treatment plants, raised concerns about sufficient capacity in state landfills. "We will 

soon be left with sludge piling up in our wastewater treatment facilities and no place to deposit it," 

Emily Cole-Prescott of the MEWEA testified at the Bills hearing.    
 

Committee members also agreed to find funds to offset new costs for municipalities to handle and 

transport sludge to landfills. The bill would also require wastewater facilities to test treated 

wastewater for PFAS. Thirty-four towns with 700 total sites have been identified by the Department 

of Environmental Protection as a top priority for PFAS testing in Maine. It's expected to take several 

years to complete all of the tests.  
 

It would be wise for all members to review the 2018 NEBRA Massachusetts Biosolids Survey. Ap-

proximately 38% of Massachusetts biosolids are land applied. Mostly out of State. If a ban or mora-

torium  on land application were to spread to other Northeast States would landfills and incinera-

tors be able to take those biosolids? The answer to that is “No”. The already high price of disposal 

would continue to climb as biosolids would have to be transported farther and farther away to dis-

posal sites. There is already a looming biosolids disposal crises on the horizon. Landfill expansions 

are few and far between. In addition landfill operators are concerned about accepting biosolids 

with any level of PFAS contamination. There is pending legislation in Massachusetts (S. 2655) that 

would put a moratorium on incineration or gasification. A ban on land application would certainly 

bring the looming disposal crisis from the horizon to front and center before us. Who will lead on 

this issue? The MA DEP? The US EPA? Will the Northeast States get together to find regional solu-

tions? Individuals wastewater facilities cannot, on their own, solve this problem.  

 

 

 

http://www.mawea.org/
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/54806478e4b0dc44e1698e88/t/5e2b2bc33321e8518ae0ce90/1579887577453/NEBRA-MassCEC-MassSludgeSurvey2018-v.1.1-MWRAFlowUpdate-FINAL-30Dec2019.pdf
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Ode to ... (continued on page 3) 

Ode to the Mars Climate Orbiter 
by 

Eric J. Wahlberg, Ph.D., P.E. (California), former Colorado Class A Operator 

WasteWater Technology Trainers (wwtechtrainers@gmail.com) 

 

Dr. W. Edwards Deming is one of my heroes. When it comes to wastewater treatment, a quote of his always comes to mind. “It’s not 
enough to do your best. You need to know what to do, then do your best.” 
 

Alex Krantz’s article Tracking For Success in the last issue of MASS WATERS perfectly frames a grave problem all of us in the wastewater 
treatment profession share. Actually, several grave problems, all of which are interconnected. First, most operations professionals do not 
fully understand or, perhaps, appreciate one of the three cornerstones upon which the foundation of our jobs rests: Stewards of our rate-
payers’ money (the other two are protectors of public and environmental health). There is no doubt that wastewater treatment is expen-
sive, but anyone who has ever dealt with a clogged toilet knows how grossly important  wastewater treatment is. While there is a limit to 
how much people are willing to pay for the service we provide, the thought of that clogged toilet is enough for almost everyone to happily 
pay their monthly “sewer” bill. As I am accustomed to saying, wastewater treatment plant operations is a necessary and noble profession. 
“Noble” means we discharge the best quality water possible at all times while neither taking for granted nor taking advantage of the trust 
our ratepayers have invested in us to give them the biggest bang for their treatment buck. 
 

Second, few operations professionals know how much it costs to treat wastewater. Mr. Krantz’s list of some of the absurd answers he gets 
when he asks operators their polymer dosage is as classic as it is disheartening. We all know how upset we become when we discover 
we’ve been fleeced and robbed of our hard-earned money. Don’t you think a ratepayer might feel similarly fleeced to find out you don’t 
know if you’re using the right amount of very expensive chemical  to treat his or her wastewater? Moreover, if we don’t know how much 
very expensive chemical we’re using or how much electricity we’re using, how can we possibly expect the public to view us as profession-
als rather than mere “sewer plant” attendants? 
 

Third, Mr. Krantz’s observation that many operations professionals don’t know the difference between polymer usage and polymer dos-
age is glaring confirmation that our profession either poorly prepares operators for the complexity their jobs require or chooses not to 
insist the institutions providing that preparation do a better job. Most operator training is based on the art of wastewater treatment as it 
was practiced in the 1960s. This art-based approach is so deeply engrained in the industry, it is the basis for most certification exam ques-
tions. This “art” does not teach operators “what to do.” Because wastewater treatment uses biological, chemical, and physical processes, 
wastewater treatment is, unquestionably, a scientific endeavor. Since the 1960s, our understanding of the science of wastewater treat-
ment has grown exponentially. With all due respect, instead of instructing operators to “contact your polymer representative for a visit,” 
let’s recast how operators are trained and certified using science, not art. The need to revamp the professional development of operators 
is long overdue. Let’s do it. 
 

Math is the language of science (see previous paragraph), and here, particularly, the profession has severely let operators down. Let’s start 
with Mr. Krantz’s second sentence, second paragraph, “It simply represents how many pounds of polymer [are] needed to dewater a dry 
ton of sludge.” 
 

Before continuing, the importance of units in all calculations, regardless of your profession, must be acknowledged and embraced by all. 
NASA’s Mars Climate Orbiter crashed into the planet in 1999 because the programming of the thrusters that were supposed to put the 
spacecraft in orbit around Mars was based on the wrong units. The blunder cost American taxpayers $125 million.  

No fault of Mr. Krantz, but think of how ridiculous it is that we, as a profession, refer to something that we know is wet (sludge) as dry. 
Although impossible for us to do because we can’t not know what we know, think, if you were just starting out in our business, how con-
fusingly incomprehensible the phrase “tons dry sludge” is. It’s not the sludge that’s dry, it’s the total solids (TS) in the sludge, so why don’t 
we call it what it is? We measure the TS concentration by drying a known mass (or volume) of sludge, which has so much water in it, its 
density is often—not always—taken equal to the density of water, to dryness. Let’s get real: In dewatering, polymer dose is in units of 
pounds of polymer per ton of TS. Total solids are dry (that’s how they’re measured), sludge is wet. Wet sludge, dry sludge? We need to 
stop perpetuating the bewildering notion of “dry sludge.” 
 

example, noun: 5. an instance (such as a problem to be solved) serving to illustrate a rule or precept or to act as an exercise in the 
application of a rule [Reference: “Example.” Merriam-Webster.com Dictionary, Merriam-Webster, https://www.merriam-
webster.com/dictionary/ example. Accessed 25 Dec. 2021]. 

 

 

 

https://wastewatertechnologytrainers.com/
mailto:wwtechtrainers@gmail.com
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508 332 8822  

When it comes to managing costs, one of the things missing, in my opinion, from Mr. Krantz’s article, although he alludes to it in the final 
paragraph, is “wet cake”: It is massively expensive to dispose of water via biosolids. One can’t really talk about the expense of polymer 
without also talking about how much water ends up in the final dewatering product (i.e., cake) and how much it costs to dispose of. With 
this in mind, I’m going to do some recasting of my own. Let’s suppose an operations professional is doing an optimization study and wants 
to vary the polymer dose to see how it affects the solids concentration in the cake. Let’s assume all last week s(h)e maintained the poly-
mer dose given in the article: 16.8 lb poly/ton TSS (the subscript here denotes TS in the S-for-sludge, a discussion for another day). S(H)e 
wants to lower the dose this week to 16.0 lb poly/ton TSS, but has found the solids concentration in the sludge has increased slightly to 
3.4% TSS. As before, the sludge pump pumps 70 gallons/minute to the rotary press and the polymer concentration in the feed solution is 
0.3%. At what rate (gallons/minute) should the polymer solution feed pump be set to deliver the targeted dose? Drawing a picture not 
only visualizes a math problem, it is the best way to engage the brain. No matter how simple the problem, always draw a picture. Take 
special note of how carefully everything is labelled in Figure 1 (sldg = sludge, soln = solution, poly = polymer). Why so much detail? If the 
units aren’t right, the spacecraft crashes. More to my point, units will tell you how to start a problem, whether to divide or multiply, and 
they’ll even do algebra for you. Let’s see.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. (above) Calculate the rate (gallons/minute) the polymer solution feed pump should be set to deliver the targeted dose, 16.0 lb 
poly/ton TSS [sldg = sludge, soln = solution, poly = polymer]. 

The problem specifies the units in the answer, gal soln/min, so these units are placed between heavy vertical lines followed by an equals 
sign and the blank “solution bridge.” These units will guide us across the bridge to the solution. 

 

 

 

 

 

Referring to Figure 1, there is only one place where “gal soln” shows up: The assumed density of the polymer feed solution. This, then, is 
entered on the bridge “upside down” to have the units needed in the numerator of the answer as shown in bold. “Upside down” means 
the bridge is being divided by the entry. 

 

 

 

Again with all due respect, Mr. Krantz’s example math problem on 
Page 9 doesn’t comply with Merriam-Webster’s definition since, at 
least for me, it seems an exercise in frustration and illustrates only 
mystery. For example, what happened to the “8.34#/gallon” refer-
enced in the 21st line from the bottom on Page 4?  Why is the 
“2,000” (presumably 2,000 lb/ton) in the numerator where it looks 
more like it is associated with the lb-of-polymer calculation than the 
ton-of-dry-sludge calculation? How does “GPM” divided by “GPM” 
give “#/dry ton?”  I know the answers to my questions, but I also 
know math scares a lot of operators, and we…can… no…longer…let…
that…be. The profession must stop allowing such lackadaisical, incom-
plete, “see-get-it?” presentations of the math concepts so critical to 
treatment plant operations and, therefore, our ratepayers. Must. 

Ode to ... (continued on page 3) 

Ode to ... (continued on page 18) Ode to ... (continued on page 18) 

https://professorwastewater.com/
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Congratulations to Massachusetts Award Winners at the 
NEWEA Annual Conference 

NEWEA Operator Award 

Ashley Demarey 
 

Alferd E. Peloquin Award 

Jennifer Lichtensteiger 
 

Young Professional Award 

Colin O’Brien 
 

E. Sherman Chase Award 

Michael Williams 
 

Elizabeth A. Cutone Executive Leadership Award 

Susan Sullivan 
 

James J. Courchaine Collection Systems Award 

Louis Mammolette 
 

Industrial Pretreatment Program of the Year 

City of Brockton 
 

Stockholm Junior Water Prize 

Maxim Attiogbe 
 

Energy Management Achievement Award 

Jason Turgeon 
 

Committee Service Award 

Dede Vittori 
 

Founders Award 

Meg Tabasco 
 

Past President’s Plaque and Pin 

Jennifer Kelly Lachmayr 
 

William D. Hatfield Award 

Cheri Cousens 
 

WEF Service Delegate At Large Award 

Susan Sullivan 
 

WEF Service Delegate Award 

Susan Guswa 
 

Youth Educator Award 

Adriana Cillo 

 

Mike Williams - E. Sherman Chase Award Winner Cheri Cousens  -  William D. Hatfield  Award Winner 
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Ashley Demarey - MA Operator of the Year Award 

Jennifer Licthensteiger - Alferd E. Peloquin Award Colin O’Brien - Young Professional Award 

Alex Katsoulakos, Brett Leavitt, and Cheri Cousens at a Technical Session 

Ashley Demarey  and Mike Williams at a  Technical Session Paul Dombrowski,  Jeff Kalmes  and friends enjoying the Operators Luncheon 
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Pending Legislation  of Concern 
 

H.880  -  An Act requiring reserve electric power at wastewater 
treatment facilities.  

Any publicly owned wastewater treatment facility shall have an 
on-site reserve source of electric power available when there is 
failure to receive adequate electric power from a utility or other 
primary source. Such reserve source shall have the capability to 
generate as needed, electric power of sufficient capacity for the 
full operation of the facility during a power failure, independent 
of any local utility, regional electrical grid or other primary 
source.  

S.2655  - An Act establishing a moratorium on the procurement 
of structures or activities generating PFAS emissions 

The Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection shall 
establish and enforce as necessary a moratorium prohibiting the 
procurement of PFAS-emitting structures or activities and shall 
not grant approval to any person required to file an environmen-
tal notification form proposing a new use or structure or modifi-
cation of an existing use or structure where said proposal would 
generate emissions containing perfluoroalkyl and polyfluoroalkyl 
substances. 

This bill is a moratorium on the proposed Taunton bioslids gasifi-
cation project or any new incinerator. 

* Note that S. 2655 had a public hearing on February 18, 2022 
and the committee reported it out favorably. 

WE NEED YOU! 
To Join and Support MAWEA 

Download your application here 

http://mawea.org/index.php/membership/ 

https://weco-group.com/
https://www.suez-na.com/en-us/careers
https://malegislature.gov/Bills/192/HD3556.Html
https://malegislature.gov/Bills/192/HD3556.Html
https://malegislature.gov/Bills/192/S2655
https://malegislature.gov/Bills/192/S2655
mawea.org
http://mawea.org/index.php/membership/
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MAWEA Online Quarterly Meeting 
March 22, 2022 1:00 PM—3:30 PM 

Speakers 

Charles Tyler (MAWEA) – MAWEA and NEWEA News And Activities 

John Murphy (MA DEP) – Certification, Testing, and Renewal News 

Jennifer Lichtensteiger – (NEIWPCC) Training News  

Chris Caron  (American Safety) - Safety Minute 

 

Technical Presentations by Wright - Pierce 

“Integrated Planning for Multiple Utilities” Presenter: Laurie Perkins 

“I/I Removal From Start to Finish” Presenter: Matthew Corbin 

“Predictive Analysis – How Modeling can be used to Improve Plant Performance and Capacity” Presenter: Doug 
Hankins 

“Multi-Phase Improvements to Address Peak Wet Weather Flows & Nutrient Limits  - Fitchburg Easterly 
Wastewater Treatment Facility”  Presenter: Doug Hankins/Jeff Pinnette 

                    One employee of the facility MUST register online at 

       https://attendee.gototraining.com/r/1808708043668540162 

     Additional attendee’s can use the flyer form and share the screen of online registrant.  

     Attendees using this form must also use and submit the attendance verification form. 

Download the 
Meeting flyer and 

Verification Form by 
clicking here 

https://www.tighebond.com/
https://www.wright-pierce.com/
https://attendee.gototraining.com/r/1808708043668540162
http://mawea.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/Quarterlymtg_-March-2022-V2.pdf
http://mawea.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/Quarterlymtg_-March-2022-V2.pdf
http://mawea.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/Quarterlymtg_-March-2022-V2.pdf
http://mawea.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/Quarterlymtg_-March-2022-V2.pdf
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NEIWPCC Remote Learning Opportuni-
ties - NEIWPCC remote classes for 

wastewater operators will continue in 2022. Efforts focus on essential 
training for those new to the field and seeking to take a licensing exam. 
Class topics are modules of our traditional in-person multi-session mu-
nicipal, industrial, and wastewater laboratory Massachusetts 
Wastewater Operator Training (MWOT) classes. Additionally, continuing 
education topics range from basic nutrient removal and new manager 
fundamentals to advanced process troubleshooting and brewery 
wastewater pretreatment. NEIWPCC's Operator Training Calendar can 
be found here: https://portal.neiwpcc.org/training-calendar.asp 

Operator Certification Exams – Massachusetts testing locations are 
open where governmental entities and local COVID-19 requirements 
allow. Please check PSI's (the contract testing agency for Massachusetts) list found at https://www.psionline.com/openings. This list is up-
dated regularly and serves as the best reference for candidates and stakeholders. It is recommended that you call the selected testing loca-
tion before your appointment to confirm status. 

Operator Renewals – The staff at NEIWPCC thanks all of the operators who have submitted your 2021 renewal. To date, over 4,300 opera-
tors have renewed. Did you know that being a MAWEA member gives you 2 TCHs? Attach a copy of your MAWEA membership card to your 
renewal paperwork for credit. A current list of wastewater operators can be found at https://portal.neiwpcc.org/wwo-search.asp.  

If you have any questions about certification or renewal, please e-mail Michelle Jenkins (mjenkins@neiwpcc.org).  

MassDEP COVID-19 Resources for Wastewater Operators – MassDEP holds quarterly meetings for wastewater operators, with the next 
one scheduled for Wednesday, March 9. Recordings of past calls and resources are available here: https://www.mass.gov/lists/covid-19-
information-for-drinking-water-and-wastewater-operators. 

We are pleased to announce that the 2022 Northeast Onsite Wastewater Treatment Short Course will be held virtually! The Onsite Short 
Course has become a reputable forum for sharing information about onsite/decentralized wastewater issues and projects in this region, as 
well as featured research and case studies from all over the country. This program, which is hosted and coordinated by NEIWPCC in part-
nership with its member states, will feature live virtual presentations on June 2, 9, 16, and 23, 2022. The Short Course is a "one-stop" train-
ing/conference event for wastewater operators, onsite wastewater professionals, and more. The Short Course offers training contact hours 
for attendees from NEIWPCC states. Be sure to check our website for updates and more information! 

For more information or questions about NEIWPCC or the MWOT program, please contact us at training@neiwpcc.org or (978) 323-7929. 

 

 

https://portal.neiwpcc.org/training-calendar.asp
https://www.psionline.com/openings
https://portal.neiwpcc.org/wwo-search.asp
mailto:mjenkins@neiwpcc.org
https://www.mass.gov/lists/covid-19-information-for-drinking-water-and-wastewater-operators
https://www.mass.gov/lists/covid-19-information-for-drinking-water-and-wastewater-operators
https://neiwpcc.org/events/onsite-short-course-overview/
https://www.wright-pierce.com/
https://www.nowra.org/
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It’s Not Too Early To Think About Golf! 

MAWEA Annual Golf Outing 

Wednesday June 15, 2022 

Heritage Country Club 

Charlton MA 

All Entrants Receive 

18 Holes—Golf & Cart 

Goody Bag—Balls, Tees, Water, Munchies 

Steak Dinner—14 oz steak, potato,      
salad, rolls, desert 

2 Drink Tickets 

Cheese, Crackers, Fruit Before Dinner 
 

Great Raffle Prizes 
 

Flat Screen TV—Apple IPad—and more! 
 

Download Flyer  
 

Golf-2022-Flyer.pdf (mawea.org)  
 

Steak Dinner 

After Golf! 

http://mawea.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/Golf-2022-Flyer.pdf
http://mawea.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/Golf-2022-Flyer.pdf
frmahony.com
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 NEIWPCC Collaborates with NEBRA to Complete 2nd National Biosolids Survey 

By Jennifer Lichtensteiger 

Management professionals, engineering consultants, researchers, policymakers, regulators, and technology vendors need reliable data 
to assess stressors on the region's sludge market and inform future discussions and collaborative efforts. The first National Biosolids re-
port prepared by the North East Biosolids & Residuals Association (NEBRA) and its partners contains comprehensive information, but its 
data is from 2004. Unfortunately, no other sources of biosolids information are as complete and reliable as this report.   

To provide states with more accurate biosolids management information to make sound policy decisions, NEBRA, in conjunction with 
North West Biosolids, the California Association of Sanitation Agencies, and BioCycle magazine, developed the 2nd National Biosolids 
Survey. Simultaneously, NEIWPCC staff, several of NEIWPCC's Commissioners, and state biosolids coordinators who participate in NEI-
WPCC's Residuals Workgroup identified the need to collaborate regionally on wastewater residuals. So NEBRA and NEIWPCC joined forc-
es – NEBRA administered the survey across the country and NEIWPCC in New England and New York. 

State biosolids coordinators and wastewater treatment facilities completed extensive surveys for each state. We requested 2018 input 
to provide a baseline data year before the per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) stressors exerted themselves on the wastewater 
management industry. Because 2018 sludge data was already collected under a Massachusetts Clean Energy Center project, we asked 
for 2019 data from Massachusetts facilities. We also requested Maine facilities to provide both 
2018 and 2019 data. This will allow us to investigate case studies evaluating whether New Eng-
land PFAS regulations and aging infrastructure began impacting sludge use and disposal. 

NEBRA has prepared state summaries for the national data project website 
(www.biosolidsdata.org) from the biosolids coordinator responses. The Massachusetts graph 
below summarizes biosolids' end uses. Massachusetts had the evenest split amongst incinerat-
ed, landfilled, and beneficially reused material in our region. Check out https://
www.biosolidsdata.org/massachusetts for a dashboard showing key biosolids statistics and a 
narrative summary of how the state manages its wastewater solids. Massachusetts applies bio-
solids to very little cropland in the state, one of the lowest rates compared to the rest of the 
country. 

NEIWPCC will use the wastewater treatment facility surveys for case study comparisons in its 
report to be prepared by this summer. To date, NEIWPCC has received responses from facilities 
that represent over 55% of Massachusetts' total state flow. Thank you to the facilities that have 
completed the survey! For those that haven't filled out the survey yet, we still need your help. 
Please access the survey at https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/NEIWPCCBiosolids2019. 

http://www.biosolidsdata.org
https://www.biosolidsdata.org/massachusetts
https://www.biosolidsdata.org/massachusetts
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/NEIWPCCBiosolids2019
frmahony.com
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Utilizing Microscopic and Molecular Analyses from the Operators’ Toolbox 
by Edris Taher1 Ph.D.; Mahsa Mehrdad2 Ph.D., P.E.; Karla Sangrey1 P.E; and Tim Loftus1  

Upper Blackstone Clean Water (UBCW), situated in Millbury, Massachusetts, accepts an average of 32 MGD of 

wastewater from twelve area communities, the city of Worcester being the largest. Treated water is discharged into the 

upper reaches of the Blackstone River which terminates in Narragansett Bay, Rhode Island. Because of the sensitive na-

ture of the river habitat and the low dilution ratio of UBCW discharge to the Blackstone River flow, UBCW is required to 

maintain a stringent seasonal Total Phosphorus discharge limit of 0.1 mg/L from April 1 to October 31 (interim limit of 

0.45 mg/L) and a Total Nitrogen discharge limit of 5.0 mg/L from May 1 to October 31 (interim limit 6.0 mg/L). 

To achieve these limits, UBCW operates a Biological Nutrient Removal (BNR) system, specifically an A2O process. We do 

well achieving the interim limits, but there are challenges. We implemented seasonal modifications to reflect the dynam-

ic influent and temperature conditions. These modifications should maintain a balance in the microbial community espe-

cially between nitrifiers, glycogen accumulating organisms (GAOs) and phosphate accumulating organisms (PAOs) that 

require specific, and often competing, conditions.  

Starting in September 2020 and continuing until August 2021, we took monthly samples of the mixed liquor at the dis-

charge end of the bioreactors prior to clarification. These samples were subjected to both 16S rRNA gene amplicon se-

quencing analyses (genetically testing what types, and the relative abundance of bacteria in the bioreactors) and micro-

scopic observations.  Three examples of how we used this data: 

Nitrogen: 

Genetic analysis of the mixed liquor confirmed that when running at a lower SRT in winter, compared to our historical 

practice, the abundance of nitrifiers remained at a healthy level and above the MiDAS median. (MiDAS is a reference 

database for the microbiome composition of activated sludge.) The testing indicates how far we can reduce the SRT as a 

strategy to control the sludge blankets in the final settling tanks without deteriorating the nitrification process. This ge-

netic analysis option gives us another operational tool to tighten our process parameters while maintaining efficient ni-

trogen treatment. The effluent ammonia-N concentration remained below 0.5 mg/L throughout the 2020/21 winter.  

Utilizing Microscopic … (continued on page  12) 

https://www.ipspump.com/
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Phosphorus: 

UBCW occasionally experiences higher than normal phosphorus concentrations in summer, especially during long weekends and holi-

days. Historical data analysis diagnosed lower and fluctuating influent BOD/TP rations during those periods that did not support the activ-

ity of PAOs. For example, in September 2020, a sudden increase in effluent TP concentration was observed during the Labor Day long 

weekend. To address this problem, an external supplemental carbon source (MicroC®2000) was added to the Enhanced Biological Phos-

phorus Removal (EBPR) process.  

Genetic testing showed a healthy population of PAOs, but the phosphorus testing indicated that their activity rate was low, confirming 

this was a metabolic issue. To promote the EBPR process, adding MicroC®2000, a glycerol-based product that is typically dosed into the 

anoxic zone to enhance the denitrification process, was switched from the anoxic zone to the anaerobic zone. The result was immediate 

with an effluent concentration of 1.8 mg P/L dropping to less than 0.45 mg P/L in less than a week.  And for those of you who are won-

dering, MicroC®2000, being a glycerol-based product, cannot be utilized by GAOs as a substrate in anaerobic zones, therefore, there was-

n’t much competition for this carbon source. 

Filamentous Bacteria: 

In January 2021, both genetic testing and microscopic analysis detected increasing growth of Microthrix in the bioreactors. Advanced 

knowledge of this gave us the opportunity to change our process before these filamentous bacteria caused bulking or other operational 

challenges. We increased the dissolved oxygen (DO) concentrations to greater than 2 mg/L in all aeration basins as a control strategy. 

Upon the appearance of the Microthrix foam in March, we added polymer to remove the excess foam from the bioreactors. Microthrix 

growth was halted by April and the population of these filamentous bacteria receded to our normal background levels by July. 

In summary, combining the 16S rRNA gene amplicon sequencing analyses with microscopic evaluations into UBCW’s operations toolbox, 

provides a pro-active, rather than a reactive, opportunity to reduce or eliminate some operational challenges, ultimately aiding us to 

more efficiently meet NPDES permit compliance. 

The information was originally presented by the authors as a technical session titled Correlating Operational Conditions to Activated 

Sludge Microbial Community in One Year of an A2O Process at the January 2022 NEWEA Conference in Boston.  

UBCW utilizes the services of Ryan Hennessy Wastewater Microbiology (rhwastewatermicrobiology.com) for both 16S rRNA gene am-

plicon sequencing and microscopic analyses. 

1 Upper Blackstone Clean Water  2 Environmental Operating Solutions (EOS) 

 

 

Utilizing Microscopic ... (continued from page 11)  

A View Of The Upper Blackstone Clean Water Facility 
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Facts and Myths About High-Visibility Clothing 
 

Each day, thousands of workers are exposed to dangerous traffic 
conditions. Traffic poses an ever-present and ongoing hazard to 
workers in several different industries including Water and 
Wastewater Utilities. The need to make yourself more visible to on-
coming traffic during all weather and lighting conditions requires the 
wearing of High-Visibility clothing of various types. In many cases 
this clothing – considered Personnel Protective Equipment (PPE) – 
also doubles as environmental protection. Protection from rain, 
snow, cold, heat, sunlight and wind all have to be taken into consid-
eration when determining the most suitable PPE for your job.  

To determine the appropriate level of safety required by law you 
must understand the rating system for different levels of protective 
clothing.  

Class 1 Garments – Areas where there is ample separation between 
workers and traffic, there is not a complex background and traffic 
speeds do not exceed 25 MPH. Parking lots and sidewalks are areas where Class 1 Garments might be worn. However this type of garment 
is almost never used in any area.  

Class II Garments – Areas where there is not sufficient separation between workers and traffic, where there may be a complex back-
ground, inclement weather, where worker’s attention might be diverted from traffic and where traffic speeds exceed 25 MPH. 

Class III garments – For workers that are exposed to High-Speed traffic greater than 45 MPH, where a complex background exists and 
where the visibility of workers may be limited. Also an area where a worker needs to perform duties near traffic. A worker should be con-
spicuous through a full range of body motions at a minimum distance of 1280 feet and identifiable as a person. One trick to recognizing 
the difference between Class II and Class III will be sleeves. A Class III garment will always have sleeves.  
Class E Garments – The combination of a Class II or Class III garment along with a Class E Pants or shorts creates a Class III Performance 
ensemble.  

Unclassified Garments – Any jacket, vest or shirt that does not have Safety Green 
or Orange as it’s background color is considered and Unclassified Garment. Addi-
tional popular garment colors such a Pink and especially Black DO NOT MEET ANSI 
standards for safety regardless of how much retroreflective it has.  

Other popular clothing such as Blue pants and shirts with reflective stripes are also 
considered Unclassified. While these garments may offer good protection from the 
elements and have the ability to hide stains, they will not meet the requirements 
for approved PPE.  

The increasing popularity of black jackets, shirts and vests with reflective stripes 
represents a safety concern. In our litigious society choosing this type of garment 
may inhibit the ability to make claim for damages. If you are wearing a BLACK jack-
et you should also wear a Class II or Class III vest to achieve the proper level of safe-
ty.  
Read The label – Be careful to select garments that meet or exceed ANSI/ISEA 107 
standards. The label will indicate the Class of the garment, include a pictogram of 
the garment, list the size and include care and laundering instructions.  

Other considerations - Might include the garments ability to withstand fire or elec-
trical arc. Many but not all High-Visibility garments are made to withstand these 
hazards. If you require an FR garment, be sure to request this specifically.  

 

 

 

High Vis ... (continued on page 16) 

https://www.americansafetysupply.com/
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“Finding the Ceiling of your Secondary Clarifiers” 

Paul Dombrowski, PE*, PLS*, BCEE, F.WEF and Grade 6 Wastewater Operator* 
licensed in Massachusetts and select other states Woodard & Curran, Inc. pdombrowski@woodardcurran.com 

The activated sludge process can provide tremendous flexibility to meet a wide range of capacity and treatment needs.  However, the 
flexibility of the activated sludge process can result in uncertainty over which operating parameters to change and how 
much.Operation of an activated sludge system requires finding a balance between the MLSS inventory needed to accomplish the treat-
ment objectives of the system (the “floor) and the MLSS that can be settled in the secondary clarifiers (the “ceiling).  In this article, we 
will focus on how to set the ceiling MLSS concentration of the system. Before we get to the clarifier ceiling, there are a few key opera-
tional aspects that should always remain a priority of activated sludge process operation:   

1. Maintain good sludge quality – both relative to flocculation and settling rate. 

2. Keep secondary clarifiers blankets low. 

Provide a sufficient biomass inventory to accomplish the treatment goals of the system.  From my viewpoint, the best way to determine 
this is using a solids retention time (SRT) approach and dialing in an adequate SRT that also provides good sludge quality.  Also, when 
operating using SRT at the control parameter, the MLSS concentration will be a response variable. 

These key operational aspects have been the subject of several well written MAWEA newsletter articles published over the past few 
years.  Building on these concepts, how does an operator set the upper bound, i.e., “the ceiling” MLSS concentration of the system that 
provides the basis of the capacity of the secondary clarifiers as well as the overall activated sludge system? 

Under most operating conditions, the maximum solids loading rate that a system can handle without building excessively deep sludge 
blankets effectively sets the secondary clarifier capacity.  Because the secondary clarifier solids loading rate is directly related to the 
MLSS concentration as shown in Equation 1, the secondary clarifier solids loading rate capacity can be used to determine the maximum 
possible MLSS concentration for a given clarifier system. 

Equation 1: 

 Solids Loading Rate  =       (Q+ QRAS)X   
            ASC     

Where: 

SLR = Solids Loading Rate (lbs/day-ft2)    Q = WRRF flow (Mgal/d)   QRAS = RAS flow (Mgal/d) 

X = MLSS Concentration (mg/L)   ASC  = Area of secondary clarifiers (ft2) 

The most powerful and effective tool for understanding secondary clarifier capacity is the State Point Analysis (SPA).  SPA uses the con-

cept of the mass balance of solids around the secondary clarifier along with the size of the clarifiers, the RAS flow and the sludge 

settling characteristics to determine the secondary clarifier hydraulic (in terms of the surface overflow rate) and solids loading rates as 

well as the maximum and target RAS flowrates.    However, many operators do not use SPA tools to make process control decisions.  In 

response and as a way to simplify the use the underlying concepts of SPA, we’ve developed a secondary clarifier capacity graphic that 

consolidates dozens of SPA analyses into a two-figure set that (1) allows the user to either determine the peak flow capacity or the 

maximum MLSS concentration at critical loading conditions (i.e., when blankets will start to increase) and (2) provides a RAS flow target 

such that the RAS does not limit solids loading capacity.  These are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2, respectively. 

Figure 1 includes three variables relative to secondary clarifier capacity: peak surface overflow rate (SOR), MLSS concentration and 

Sludge Volume Index (SVI).  If any two are known or selected, the third can be determined from the graph.  Selecting SOR as one of the 

three variables in Figure 1 is generally preferred to using SLR as most operators think about capacity in terms of the flow entering the 

water resource recovery facility (WRRF).  Provided that the system is operating at roughly the Target RAS Rate shown in Figure 2, the 

capacity determined using a SLR and SOR basis will be at the same operating point. 

 Clarifiers Ceiling ... (continued on page 20) 

https://www.woodardcurran.com/
mailto:pdombrowski@woodardcurran.com
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       RECENT CERTIFICATION TEST DATA            
 

Testing Centers are open for wastewater exams —  
https://online.goamp.com/CandidateHome/CandidateInformatio
n.aspx 

Questions? Email: john.j.murphy@mass.gov  Cell: 617-352-3375  

Commissioner Suuberg’s monthly calls with wastewater person-
nel are recorded and available at— 
https://www.mass.gov/lists/massdep-meetings-with-public-
water-system-and-wastewater-treatment-facility-operators 

MassDEP COVID-19 resources for water suppliers and wastewater 
operators- https://www.mass.gov/info-details/massdep-covid-
19-resources-for-water-suppliers-and-wastewater-operators 

 

MA DEP NEWS 

At the end of every odd year, Massachusetts wastewater 

treatment plant operators renew their licenses en masse.   In 

August 2021, NEIWPCC mailed out 5,520 renewal invoices 

to all the wastewater operators in the state.  Renewal pay-

ments were mailed back to NEIWPCC, but the numbers 

seemed a little slower than in past years.  In November, over 

3,900 second notices were mailed out, showing us that only 

30% of operators had renewed by that point.   In past years, 

we usually send out second notices in numbers closer to 

50%.  

Typically, by the end of January, about 80% of operators 

have renewed.  This cycle, we have had about 75% renew.  

In addition, 225 operators requested to be changed from ac-

tive status to inactive.   

These numbers can seem a little discouraging; however, 
we’ve noticed an increase in people taking and passing the 
wastewater exam.  We think these numbers show that, while 
we are losing some experienced operators, we are gaining 
people who are excited to enter this vital industry.  

2021 (1/1/21 - 12/14/21) 

Grade Passed  Failed Total % Passed 

1M 10 4 14 71.4 

2M 27 54 81 33.3 

3M 51 42 93 54.8 

4M 32 109 141 22.7 
          

1I 24 41 65 36.9 

2I 109 135 244 44.7 

3I 7 37 44 15.9 

4I 4 16 20 20.0 
          

5C 53 77 130 40.8 

6C 38 122 160 23.8 

2022 (12/15/21 - 2/8/22) 

Grade Passed  Failed Total  % Passed 

1M 2 1 3 66.7 

2M 6 11 17 35.3 

3M 6 7 13 46.2 

4M 5 14 19 26.3 
          

1I 10 17 27 37.0 

2I 15 33 48 31.3 

3I 1 2 3 33.3 

4I 0 3 3 0.0 
          

5C 11 17 28 39.3 

6C 2 18 20 10.0 

Over 20 hours of new and approved Utiliency Services 
wastewater operator training classes are being developed 
and scheduled for the coming weeks.  New training topics 
include:  

Developing Problem-Solving and Decision-Making 
Skills 

Disinfection Fundamentals 

pH and Suspended Solids Benchtop Tests 

Essential Math Skills Review 

Collection System Math Skills Review 

Wastewater Operator Math Skills Basic Review 

Activated Sludge Math Skills Review 

In addition, a free 90-minute class covering 
the experiences of a new wastewater operator is being 
offered.  If you have ever been interested in checking out a 
Utiliency Services class, why not check one out for free. 

Class schedules, descriptions, and registration information 
are available at www.utiliency.com  All classes start at 6:00 
pm. 

https://online.goamp.com/CandidateHome/CandidateInformation.aspxC:/Users/mwpca/OneDrive/Documents/2020%20Quickbooks
https://online.goamp.com/CandidateHome/CandidateInformation.aspxC:/Users/mwpca/OneDrive/Documents/2020%20Quickbooks
mailto:john.j.murphy@mass.gov
https://www.mass.gov/lists/massdep-meetings-with-public-water-system-and-wastewater-treatment-facility-operators
https://www.mass.gov/lists/massdep-meetings-with-public-water-system-and-wastewater-treatment-facility-operators
https://www.mass.gov/info-details/massdep-covid-19-resources-for-water-suppliers-and-wastewater-operators
https://www.mass.gov/info-details/massdep-covid-19-resources-for-water-suppliers-and-wastewater-operators
https://utiliency.com/
https://attendee.gototraining.com/701jr/catalog/451010195108026112
https://attendee.gototraining.com/701jr/catalog/451010195108026112
https://utiliency.com/try-a-free-class
http://www.utiliency.com/
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High Vis ... (continued from page 13) 
 
Vests are available in a Break-Away style to protect workers from being caught and dragged by a moving vehicle.  
 

Many garments are available with a D-Ring pass-through in the event that a worker needs fall protection.  
 

Be sure to wear the proper size garment. A vest that’s too large can pose a snag or trip hazard. Too small and it may impede your ability to 
function in a safe manner.  

 

In order to meet the ANSI standard, a garment must be able to endure a minimum of 25 washings and 
not fade or loose reflectivity.  
 

High-Visibility garments should always be kept closed on the front and sides to ensure 360-degrees of 
visibility.  
  

A vest, jacket or shirt, regardless of age, should be replaced if it becomes soiled to the point where the 
reflective striping or background material becomes ineffective.  
 

Logos, company names, individual names or job designations can be im-
printed on any ANSI approved garment providing the imprint does not 
cover any portion of the reflective striping. Regardless of the size or make-
up of the imprint, this will not change the classification of the garment.  
 

Although High-Visibility hats do not meet any ANSI standard, they can 
increase worker visibility and comfort. The type of protective Clothing you 
choose to wear is as important as the condition and capabilities of your 
truck. Not all protective clothing is created equal.  
It is always the responsibility of the employer to provide any and all safety 

equipment you need in order to perform your job in a safe manner. But it is your responsibility wear and 
maintain that equipment in an appropriate way. Your safety always rests with you.  
 

Be Safe…Be Seen! 
 

Chris Caron is the Owner and President of American Safety & Supply, Inc. located in Springfield MA. With over 30-years of experience in 
the Safety Equipment supply business, Chris is a Competent Person with regards to fall protection and a frequent speaker and author on a 
variety of safety topics.  

 

NEEDS REPLACEMENT! 

https://www.americansafetysupply.com/
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                              Member Profile - Brett Leavitt  from GLSD 

 

 

Employment and Position Title:   

Operations Manager at the Greater Lawrence Sanitary Dis-
trict (GLSD), located in North Andover MA, since 2019.  
 

Personal Information:   

I am a native of the Merrimack Valley where the GLSD is lo-
cated and currently reside in Windham NH.  I have continu-
ously held a Massachusetts Grade 7C Wastewater Operator 
License since 1992.  Additionally, I hold a Grade 2 Collection 
System License, and I am a graduate of the Massachusetts 
Wastewater Treatment Program at UMass Lowell with Don 
Pottle, and the Massachusetts Wastewater Management 
Training Program by NEIWPCC.  

How did you get into the clean water business?  

While in high school I worked at a company 
owned by Steven Harwood.  Steve made a career 
change and decided to work in the public sector 
for the Greater Lawrence Sanitary District.  He 
reached out to me and encouraged me to apply at 
the District following my High School graduation.  I 
listened to Steve’s advice and applied for an open 
Operator Trainee position.   

I began my career at GLSD in June of 1988.  I was 
fortunate to rise through the ranks and develop an 
extensive understanding of the facility, first work-
ing as an Operator Trainee, Operator, Senior Oper-
ator and finally as the District’s Operations Man-
ager.  While I worked for Stephen Harwood for 
many years, I ultimately followed in his footsteps 
as the Operations Manager.   

The knowledge I gained from the onset of my ca-
reer in wastewater, starting initially as an Opera-
tor trainee, has been invaluable and is necessary 
to overcome everyday challenges in this field.   

Typical Workday:  
 

My first stop in the morning is at the final effluent 
channel to make sure the plant is functioning opti-
mally.  This check is followed by a review of the 
overnight operation of the combined heat and 
power system, including the food waste delivery 
processes.  Next, I will meet with the District’s 
Maintenance Manager, Rick Castonguay, and the 
Operations Coordinator, Alex Katsoulakos, fol-
lowed by a scan of the data in SCADA and then the 
HACH WIMS system.  Next, I contact our Executive 
Director, Cheri Cousens, to review my observa-
tions and discuss various data, daily plans and pri-
oritize tasks.  I also have ongoing communications 
with the operators of our Heat Drying Facility. 

The remainder of the day is filled with DMR Re-
porting as well as other report writing for NPDES 
and Air Quality Approval Plans including toxicity, 
Green House Gases, Source Registration, Tier II, air 
emissions, storm water, CSO, collection system, 
and biosolids.  Other tasks include coordinating 
efforts with Operations, Maintenance and Moni-
toring Departments and drafting a yearly budget 
for Operations.  Other work items include coordi-
nating work around capital improvements and 
ongoing upgrades to meet NPDES permit limits 
and reporting requirements.  
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The only place “min” shows up in Figure 1 is the pumping rate of the sludge pump. It is entered “right-side up,” indicating the bridge is 
being multiplied by the entry. 

 

 

 

 

 

There are essentially two “rules” for entering information on the bridge: (1) to add units needed in the answer (as we have just done), or 
(2) to cancel unwanted units. The bridge now has the units needed in the answer, gal soln/min, shown in bold. To proceed, all other units 
must be canceled. In terms of canceling units, there is one additional “rule”: Compound units such as “lb soln” should always be canceled 
as one if possible. Note in Figure 1 that “lb soln” shows up in one other place, the polymer concentration in the solution expressed as 0.3 
lb poly/100 lb soln (percentages expressed as decimals have no units associated with them, providing no guidance as to how they should 
be entered on the bridge, right-side up or upside down), so it is entered on the bridge to cancel lb soln in the numerator and denominator 
as shown. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Next, lb poly is canceled using the targeted dose. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There isn’t the compound unit “ton TSS” in Figure 1, so it must be canceled one unit at a time. First TSS is canceled using the new sludge 
solids concentration (again, not using decimals). 

 

 

 

 

 

Next, ton and lb are canceled with the definition of a ton. Note, the units tell you whether to divide or multiply by, in this case, 2,000. 

 

Ode to … (Continued on page 19) 

Ode to ... (continued from page 4) 

gal soln 
= 

gal soln 70 gal sldg         

min 8.34 lb soln min          

gal soln 
= 

gal soln 70 gal sldg 100 lb soln 16.0 lb poly 3.4 lb TSS     

min 8.34 lb soln min 0.3 lb poly ton TSS 100 lb sldg   
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Finally, the assumed density of the sludge is entered to cancel gal sldg and lb sldg. The 8.34s cancel, too, which is why they don’t show up 
in Mr. Krantz’s calculation. Note the 100s cancel as well (you’d get the same answer if you didn’t notice these number cancellations). 

 

 

 

 

 

All units (and some numbers) have canceled except those needed in the answer. 

 

 

 

 

 

With the units correct, do the math: 70 × 16 × 3.4 ÷ 0.3 ÷ 2,000 = 6.3. 

Answer: 

 

 

 

 

There are some minor nuances to using the solution bridge and labeling is key, but once mastered, it works every time. Requiring very 
little memorization, the solution-bridge approach (actually, a dimensional-analysis approach) is foolproof and failsafe. There’s a lot we 
should be doing to better our profession, as discussed above. Teaching—really teaching—math to operators, with absolute emphasis on 
units, is a good place to start. 

 

 

Ode to ... (continued from page 18) 

gal soln 
= 

6.3 gal soln 

min min 

Looking to Improve Your Leadership Skills? The 
Wastewater Management Program application 
deadline has been extended to July 31, 2022. 
The program sponsored by NEIWPCC, MassDEP, 
and MAWEA will begin in September 2022. Look 
for more details, including the application link 
here: https://neiwpcc.org/learning-
center/massachusetts-wastewater-
management-training-program/ 

  Wastewater Management Program 

https://weco-group.com/
https://neiwpcc.org/learning-center/massachusetts-wastewater-management-training-program/
https://neiwpcc.org/learning-center/massachusetts-wastewater-management-training-program/
https://neiwpcc.org/learning-center/massachusetts-wastewater-management-training-program/
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Clarifier Ceiling ... (continued on page 21) 

Clarifier Ceiling … (continued from page 14) 

Equation 2: 

Surface Overflow Rate =      Q            
                 ASC 

Where: 

SOR = Surface Overflow Rate (gal/day-ft2)  Q = WRRF flow (gal/d)   ASC = Area of secondary clarifiers (ft2) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 also includes three variables to determine the target RAS rate to prevent the RAS flow from limiting secondary clarifier capacity.  
These variables include: the RAS flow (as a % of WRRF influent flow), MLSS concentration and SVI.  Similar to Figure 1, if any two parame-
ters in Figure 2 are known or are selected as a target operating condition, the third can be determined from the graph. 
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Example: 

The following is an example of how to use these graphs is based on the following WRRF example: 

Number of Secondary clarifiers = 2    Diameter of clarifiers = 60 ft 

Area of clarifiers = 2 units (602) (PI)/4 = 5,654 ft2      MLSS concentration = 3,000 mg/L      SVI = 150 ml/g 

Based on Figure 3, the maximum surface overflow rate (SOR) at clarifier capacity is 910 gpd/ft2. 

Given that target and the size of the clarifiers, the peak clarifier capacity is estimated to be: 

Clarifier peak capacity = SOR (ASC) = 910 gal      (5654 ft2) = 5,145,140 gal (5.145 Mgal/d).   
                                                                  day-ft2                                   day 

Above that flow, and at the noted MLSS and SVI values, a transfer of solids from the reactor to the secondary clarifier would be expected 
with a resulting increase in secondary clarifier blanket depth and potentially a loss of solids to the effluent.  Figure 4 also shows that the 
target RAS flow would be 50% of WRRF influent flow.   

I think that many of us in the wastewater profession know that you can’t just look at the conditions on a particular day, implement pro-
cess control changes, and have the WRRF respond with consistently high-quality effluent.  It is best to manage the process with both an 
eye on the current condition as well as what flow, temperature and loading changes are reasonable to expect over the coming weeks 
and months.  To that end, we recommend that you proactively plan that the WRRF be operated to have the capacity needed to handle a 
peak flow event that can be reasonably expected even if the current weather forecast is for sunny skies. 

 

 

 

 

Clarifier Ceiling ... (continued from page 20) 

MASS WATERS 
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Operation Challenge Facility 
Tour & Training Day 

WHEN: April 1, 2022 @ 9:00 am – 3:00 pm    

WHERE:   Springfield Regional WWTF 
                 190 M Street Extension Agawam 
                  MA 01001 

Sign up today! Enjoy a facility tour of the Springfield’s Re-
gional Wastewater Treatment Facility and learn about 
NEWEA Operations Challenge events. This event includes a 
facility tour, classroom/hands on practical experience with 
Collection Systems, Process Control, Laboratory, Safety and 
Maintenance topics.  Lunch will be provided as well as Train-
ing Contact Hours for participating states.  

View Flyer >> - http://www.newea.org/wp-
content/uploads/2014/11/OpsTrainingDay.pdf 

 

The Springfield Regional Wastewater Treatment Facility (SRWTF) is located on Bondi’s Island, off Route 5 in Agawam 
MA. The SRWTF is owned by the Springfield Water and Sewer Commission and currently operated and maintained by 
SUEZ through a service agreement. The facility processes approximately 40 million gallons/day and has a design ca-
pacity to treat up to 67 million gallons/day. The secondary system uses the LE process and a major upgrade is sched-
uled to start in July of 2022. The wet weather capacity of the system is 180 MGD. In both the primary and secondary 
process the facility is one of the last in New England to use traveling bridges in their rectangular clarifier. The tour will 
also highlight the new Influent Structure and 3 new pipe crossings of the Connecticut River. Biosolids disposal is by 3 – 
21 inch centrifuges trucked to off site disposal.  

 

Register for a fun day of training and networking with other operations professionals. Anyone can participate.  Join us 
for a fun and rewarding experience! 

 

NEWEA Energy & Plant Operations Specialty Conference @ Northern Essex Community College 

Apr 14 @ 1:00 pm – 3:00 pm Apr 15 @ 7:30 am - 4:00 pm 

The NEWEA Plant Operations Committee and Energy Committees are pleased to present a conference on April 14-15, 
2022 in Haverhill, MA highlighting best practices for energy efficiency, capital upgrades and plant operations. Case 
studies from New England wastewater facility operators will demonstrate the performance enhancing and money saving 
work they have accomplished and share insights for accomplishing more elsewhere. 

The event will include a facility tour of Greater Lawrence Sewer District (GLSD) on Thursday, April 14th followed by a 

reception at Spicket River Brewing to kick off the conference.  

View Flyer >>  -  http://www.newea.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/EnergyPlant-Conf.pdf 

 
This specialty conference is tailored to operators, superintendents, town managers, design engineers and all others 
who are interested in optimizing wastewater operations through energy efficiency.  Training Contact Hours (TCHs) will 
be awarded for participating states. 

 

http://www.newea.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/OpsTrainingDay.pdf
http://www.newea.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/OpsTrainingDay.pdf
http://www.newea.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/OpsTrainingDay.pdf
http://www.newea.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/EnergyPlant-Conf.pdf
http://www.newea.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/EnergyPlant-Conf.pdf
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Treating PFAS and Landfill Leachate 

Landfill leachate is facing increased scrutiny by wastewater operators as a conduit for discharge of emerging contaminants (EC) to the 
environment in discharges to POTWs. Emerging contaminants include Per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS); 1,4-Dioxane; pharma-
ceutical and personal care products (PPCP); rDON; and others. Although drinking water guidelines and standards are much lower than 
wastewater or leachate limits — few, if any, areas have such limits — the direction is worrisome for landfill managers. 

Constituent concentrations are regulated in drinking water by various states at increasingly lower levels than the current EPA Health 
Advisory limit of the combined 70 ng/L of PFOA and PFOS, and these lower limits could impact the leachate discharge levels that landfills 
may have to meet. 

Typical technologies for removing PFAS and other contaminants from a liquid flow include activated carbon, ion exchange, and reverse 
osmosis. These technologies use separation approaches instead of contaminant destruction, which causes some concern when it comes 
to managing residuals. These technologies may require pretreatment, or are used in series with other technologies. Additionally, residu-
als management may transfer more concentrated fractions to solid waste and air media that requires destructive or solidification treat-
ment or other management approaches. 

Landfill leachate poses further consideration, as constituent concentrations of the various emerging contaminants has ranges from low 
ng/L levels to tens of thousands times that level. In order for activated carbon or ion exchange technologies to remove PFAS, conven-
tional treatment technologies must first be employed to provide a liquid that will not quickly blind the technologies. It is increasingly 
crucial to identify innovative technologies that are technologically competent and cost effective. In current evaluations for a number of 
landfill leachate flows, we evaluated a number of innovative destruction technologies, including: 

 Modified bentonite adsorbents 

 Foam Fractionation 

 Supercritical Water Oxidation 

 Low Temperature Plasma 
 
These technologies are in their infancy and have shown significant promise. However, there still are concerns about residuals manage-
ment, complete destruction, or sequestering short chain PFAS. Additional evaluation on treatment processes are also needed to address 
concerns about treatment results where PFAS precursors become regulated PFAS constituents. 

 

 

Aerial View of Deer Island 
Wastewater facility  
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https://www.aquasolutionsinc.net/

